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Abstrat. Charged hadrons (0.15<p⊥<4 GeV/c) assoiated with a large p⊥ trigger
partile (4<p
trig
⊥
<6 GeV/c) are statistially reonstruted in the large aeptane
STAR TPC for p+p and Au+Au ollisions at
√
s
NN
=200 GeV. Preliminary results
on transverse momentum distributions of these hadrons are presented, separately on
the near and away side from the trigger partile. An inrease in the multipliity and
total salar p⊥ of these hadrons from p+p to entral Au+Au ollisions is observed.
The away side distribution is found to be signiantly softened in entral Au+Au with
respet to p+p ollisions. The results are onsistent with modiation of jets in heavy
ion ollisions at RHIC.
At the Relativisti Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC), yield of large transverse momentum
(p⊥) hadrons per binary nuleon-nuleon ollision was found to be suppressed in entral
Au+Au relative to p+p ollisions [1℄; the strong jet-like bak-to-bak orrelation between
large p⊥ hadrons, as observed in p+p, was found not present in entral Au+Au
ollisions [2℄; d+Au ollisions were found to be similar to p+p ollisions [3℄. These results
are onsistent with the piture where hard-sattered partons are similarly produed
in Au+Au and p+p but subsequently lose energy in entral Au+Au ollisions due to
nal state interations [4, 5℄. Reonstrution of the lost energy (or jets of hadrons) [6℄
will therefore serve as a strong experimental onrmation of the energy loss piture.
Moreover, by studying the amount of energy loss and how the energy is distributed,
one may learn experimentally about the medium density, the underlying energy loss
mehanism(s), and the degree of equilibration between the energy and the medium.
Unlike in elementary ollisions, jet reonstrution in entral heavy ion ollisions
poses an experimental hallenge due to the overwhelming bakground multipliity at
low p⊥ in these ollisions. We report our attempt to statistially reonstrut jets of
harged hadrons by subtrating the bakground in the large aeptane STAR TPC,
and present preliminary results.
1. Data Analaysis
Details of the STAR experiment an be found in [7℄. For this analysis, events with
primary vertex within ±25 m of the TPC enter are used. The Au+Au events are
divided into 7 entrality lasses as in [2℄.
‡ For the full author list and aknowledgements see Appendix Collaborations in this volume.
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A large p⊥ trigger partile is seleted within the pseudo-rapidity and transverse
momentum ranges of |ηtrig|<0.75 and 4<ptrig⊥ <6 GeV/c. Charged hadrons within
0.15<p⊥<4 GeV/c and |η|<1.1 are assoiated with the trigger partile in ∆η = η− ηtrig
and ∆φ = φ− φtrig. Aeptane and traking eieny are orreted for the assoiated
partiles. Bakground is onstruted by an event-mixing tehnique. The ellipti ow
ontribution, 1 + 2v2(p
trig
⊥
)v2(p⊥) cos(2∆φ), is inluded. Residual bakground eet is
minimized by averaging the lowest data points (mostly within 0.9<|∆φ|<1.3) to zero.
Figure 1 shows the bakground subtrated ∆φ distributions. Jet-like strutures are
observed in p+p and on the near side in Au+Au ollisions. We dene near side as within
|∆φ|<1.1 and |∆η|<1.4 and away side as within |∆φ|>1.1 and |η|<1.1. We integrate
the orrelation signals as a measure of the jet harged hadron multipliities. The near
side signal is orreted for two-partile ∆η aeptane. We dedue the total salar p⊥
by applying a multipliative fator of 1.5 to the assoiated partiles to aount for the
neutral partiles; we inlude the trigger partile p
trig
⊥
for the near jet.
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Figure 1. The per trigger partile
normalized ∆φ distributions for p+p (a) and
5% most entral Au+Au ollisions (b). See
text for explanation of the urves.
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Figure 2. Charged hadron multipliity (a)
and total salar p⊥ (b) on the near and
away side in p+p (open symbols) and Au+Au
ollisions. Shown in aps are systemati errors.
2. Results
Systemati unertainties on our measurements ome from three major soures: those in
(i) ellipti ow orretions, (ii) bakground normalization, and (iii) eieny orretions.
The estimated systemati unertainties are shown on the results where indiated.
Figure 2 shows the harged hadron multipliity and total salar p⊥ on both the near
and away side in p+p and as a funtion of entrality in Au+Au ollisions. The trigger
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partile is inluded in the near side results. We note that the away side measurements are
those within the aeptane only, whereas those measured on the near side orrespond
to a nearly omplete jet. As seen from Fig. 2, by triggering on a large p⊥ partile,
higher energy jets are seleted in entral Au+Au than in p+p ollisions. The harged
hadron multipliity and total salar p⊥ are found to inrease from p+p to entral Au+Au
ollisions for both the near and away side.
Figure 3(a-b) shows the p⊥ distributions of assoiated partiles in p+p, peripheral
80-40% and entral 5% Au+Au ollisions. While general agreement is found between
p+p and peripheral Au+Au, the entral Au+Au results dier from p+p, most
signiantly for the away side. The away side in entral Au+Au is depleted at large
p⊥ and enhaned at low p⊥ ompared to p+p ollisions. The ratios of Au+Au to p+p
distributions are depited in Fig. 3(-d). It appears that jets are modied in the medium
reated in Au+Au ollisions; the modiation results in more assoiated partiles on the
near side and moves energy from high to low p⊥ on the away side.
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Figure 3. [Upper℄ Near (a) and away (b) side p⊥
distributions of assoiated harged hadrons for p+p,
peripheral and entral Au+Au ollisions. The bands show
the systemati errors for entral ollisions. [Lower℄ Ratios of
Au+Au to p+p distributions for near () and away (d) side.
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Figure 4. Assoiated
harged hadron 〈p⊥〉 on the
away side in p+p (open
symbol) and in Au+Au
ollisions. Shown in the band
are systemati errors.
Figure 4 shows the entrality dependene of 〈p⊥〉 of assoiated harged hadrons on
the away side. Also shown is the 〈p⊥〉 of inlusive hadrons that make up the medium.
The away side 〈p⊥〉 is signiantly larger than that for inlusive hadrons in p+p and
peripheral Au+Au ollisions, and drops signiantly with entrality in Au+Au ollisions,
approahing the medium hadron 〈p⊥〉. This may indiate a progressive equilibration
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between the assoiated hadrons and the medium from peripheral to entral ollisions.
Borghini et al. estimated, on a statistial basis, eet on two-partile orrelation
due to global momentum onservation [8℄. Suh an eet would yield a orrelation
of
dN
d(∆φ)
= −P⊥
∑
acc.
p⊥∑
all
p2
⊥
cos(∆φ)
pi
, where P⊥ is the near side jet p⊥ and the summations
run over all partiles (denominator) and those in the aeptane only (numerator). An
estimate of suh a orrelation with a onstant oset is shown as the band in Fig. 1 (see
also Ref. [9℄). The urve shows a free t to the data with the sum of a Gaussian (for near
side), a cos(∆φ) term (for away side), and a onstant oset; it appears to desribe the
away side distributions well, espeially for entral ollisions. This may suggest that the
away side assoiated partiles are reahing equilibration with the medium, in onsisteny
with the softening of the p⊥ spetra shown in Fig. 3(b).
3. Conlusions
Statistial reonstrution of harged hadron jets is performed for p+p and Au+Au
ollisions at RHIC by orrelating harged hadrons in the p⊥ range of 0.15<p⊥<4 GeV/c
to large p⊥ partiles within 4<p
trig
⊥
<6 GeV/c and subtrating mixed-event bakground.
Preliminary results on harged hadron multipliity, total salar p⊥, and assoiated
harged hadron p⊥ distribution are presented for both the near and away side. It is
found, with the same p
trig
⊥
leading partile in the nal state, that the total salar p⊥ is
larger in entral Au+Au than in p+p ollisions, and inreases gradually with entrality.
The p⊥ distribution of assoiated harged hadrons on the away side is found to be
signiantly softened in entral Au+Au with respet to p+p ollisions, suggesting a
signiant equilibration of those hadrons with the medium. The results are onsistent
with modiation of jets in nulear medium reated at RHIC.
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